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Background: Kappa free light chains (k-FLC) in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

are an emerging biomarker in multiple sclerosis (MS).

Objective: To investigate whether k-FLC index has similar diagnostic value in

patients with primary progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS) compared to

oligoclonal bands (OCB).

Methods: Patients with PPMS were recruited through 11 MS centres across 7

countries. k-FLC were measured by immunonephelometry/-turbidimetry.

OCB were determined by isoelectric focusing and immunofixation.
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Results: A total of 174 patients (mean age of 52±11 years, 51% males) were

included. k-FLC index using a cut-off of 6.1 was positive in 161 (93%) and OCB

in 153 (88%) patients.

Conclusion: k-FLC index shows similar diagnostic sensitivity than OCB

in PPMS.
KEYWORDS

cerebrospinal fluid, kappa free light chain, primary progressive, multiple sclerosis,
diagnosis, sensitivity
Introduction

Diagnosis of multiple sclerosis (MS) requires the combination of

clinical signs and symptoms with paraclinical findings obtained by

magnetic resonance imaging and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis (1).

Evidence of intrathecal immunoglobulin G (IgG) synthesis in the CSF,

although not specific for MS (2), substitutes for dissemination in time

according to current diagnostic criteria and increases diagnostic

certainty (1). The gold standard to determine intrathecal IgG

synthesis is the detection of CSF-restricted oligoclonal bands (OCB)

(3). However, advances in laboratory methods brought up k-free light
chains (FLC) as newCSF biomarker, which are produced in excess over

intact immunoglobulins and also accumulate in CSF in case of central

nervous system-derived inflammation (4). A large body of evidence

showed high diagnostic accuracy of k-FLC index inMS with sensitivity

and specificity of approximately 90% similar to OCB (5). Studies were

largely confined to patients with relapsing-remitting MS, i.e. studies on

the diagnostic value of k-FLC index in patients with primary

progressive MS (PPMS) are still lacking, which is why we performed

the present work.

Methods

From a recent meta-analysis (5), we (HH, KB) identified those

studies which included patients with PPMS (n=11), contacted the

first and/or corresponding authors and invited them to contribute

source data of PPMS patients for the present analysis. The following

data were requested: age, sex, diagnosis, applied diagnostic criteria,

OCB results (positive/negative), albumin quotient (Qalb), CSF and

serum k-FLC concentration, k-FLC index, laboratory method used

for k-FLC detection and, if available, further CSF results (red blood

and white blood cell (WBC) count, QIgG, IgG index).
k-FLC assay and calculation of intrathecal
k-FLC synthesis

k-FLC concentrations in CSF and serum were determined by

each centre as specified in the previous publications (5) either by
02
nephelometry or turbidimetry using a serum k-FLC immunoassay

(N Latex [Siemens] or Freelite [Binding Site]) according to the

manufacturers’ instructions (6, 7).

Intrathecal synthesis of k-FLC was determined by following

formula considering serum k-FLC concentrations and blood-CSF-

barrier function.

k − FLC   index   =  
k − FLCCSF   =   k − FLCSerum

AlbuminCSF   =  AlbuminSerum

A k-FLC index >6.1 denoted presence of intrathecal k-FLC
synthesis (termed ‘positive’), a k-FLC index ≤6.1 denoted absence

of intrathecal synthesis (termed ‘negative’) (5).
Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS 27.0 (SPSS Inc,

Chicago, IL, USA). Data are displayed as number (frequencies) and

median (interquartile range), as appropriate. Group comparisons of

categorical variables were done by c2 test and of metric variables by

Mann-Whitney-U test. Correlation analyses were performed using

Spearman correlation coefficient (r). Concordance between

dichotomous results, e.g. of k-FLC index and OCB, was calculated

as the number of positives revealed by both methods and the number

of negatives revealed by both methods, related to the total number of

patients, and expressed as percentage. Agreement between

dichotomous results of k-FLC index and OCB was also assessed by

the adjusted kappa statistics, which considers the unequal

distribution of OCB positive and negative test results in our cohort

(as we included only PPMS patients) (8). A two-tailed p-value<0.05

was considered statistically significant.
Results

A total of 174 PPMS patients with a mean age of 52±11 years

and a balanced sex ratio (51% males) were recruited through 11 MS

centres across 7 countries (Figure 1A). Demographics, main clinical

characteristics and CSF findings are given in Table 1.
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k-FLC index had a median of 54.6 (IQR 17.8-144.0) (Figure 1B).

k-FLC index did not statistically significantly differ between males

and females (p=0.151), did not correlate with patients’ age (r=-

0.123, p=0.106), but significantly correlated with CSFWBC (r=0.23,

p<0.023) and IgG index (r=0.80, p<0.001).

Using a cut-off of 6.1, k-FLC index was denoted positive in 161

(93%) patients (Figure 1C). OCB were positive in 153 (88%)

patients (Figure 1D). Concordance between k-FLC index and
Frontiers in Immunology 03
OCB was reached in 90% of cases (Figure 1E). The adjusted

kappa statistics revealed a substantial agreement (0.79).

The different MS centres used different cut-off points for k-FLC
index to denote a positive result ranging from 4.6 to 7.5 (Figure 1A).

Applying site-specific cut-off points also revealed a (median)

diagnostic sensitivity for k-FLC index of 93%. The concordance

with OCB was 89% (Figure 1F), and the adjusted kappa statistics

showed a substantial agreement (0.78).
B

C D

E F G

A

FIGURE 1

k-FLC index in patients with primary progressive MS. (A) Number of patients (and k-FLC index cut-off points) provided per MS centre2.
(B) Distribution of k-FLC index3. (C) Prevalence of positive/negative k-FLC index (using a cut-off of 6.1). (D) Prevalence of positive/negative OCB.
(E) Agreement between k-FLC index (using a cut-off of 6.1) and OCB. (F) Agreement between k-FLC index (using the centre-specific cut-offs) and
OCB. (G) Agreement between k-FLC index using a cut-off of 6.1 or centre-specific cut-offs. 1 Concordance was calculated as the number of
positives revealed by both methods and the number of negatives revealed by both methods, related to the total number of patients, and expressed
as percentage. 2 Patients’ data were drawn out of following publications and/or recruited through following MS centres: 1 Leurs et al. Mult Scler
2020;26(8):912-923. 2 Cavalla et al. J Neuroimmunol 2020;339:577122 (n=11) and unpublished data of patients from AOU Città della Salute e della
Scienza di Torino, Torino, Italy (n=28). 3 Emersic et al. Clin Chim Acta 2019;489:109-116 (n=8) and unpublished data of patients from University
Medical Centre Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia (n=18). 4 Rosenstein et al. J Neurochem 2021;159(3):618-628. 5 Unpublished data of patients from
Medical University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria. 6 Christiansen et al. Clin Chem Lab Med 2018;57(2):210-220. 7 Bayart et al. Acta Neurol Scand
2018;138(4):352-358. 8 Presslauer et al. Mult Scler 2016;22(4):502-10. 9 Presslauer et al. J Neurol 2008;255(10):1508-14. 10 Gaetani et al. J
Neuroimmunol 2020;339:577108. 11 Vecchio et al. Sci Rep 2020;10(1):20329. 3 The horizontal, green, dashed line indicates a k-FLC index at 6.1.
FLC, free light chain; OCB, oligoclonal bands.
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The agreement between k-FLC index using site-specific cut-off

points or a fixed cut-off at 6.1 reached 98% (Figure 1G). Neither the

type of platform (nephelometry vs. turbidimetry) nor the type of

immunoassay (N Latex vs. Freelite) did impact on diagnostic

sensitivity (c2, p<0.415 and 0.777).
Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that k-FLC index reaches a

diagnostic sensitivity of 93% in patients with PPMS which is similar

to OCB. Even though a multitude of studies have already reported a

comparable diagnostic accuracy of k-FLC index and OCB (5), these

studies were largely confined to patients with a relapsing-remitting

disease course. Providing evidence on the performance of k-FLC
index in PPMS is of high clinical importance, as it has been

suggested to include intrathecal k-FLC synthesis into the next

revision of MS diagnostic criteria (9).

We observed that there was no difference in diagnostic

sensitivity of k-FLC index whether a fixed cut-off of 6.1 –as

retrieved by a recent meta-analysis (5)– or each the site-specific
Frontiers in Immunology 04
cut-off points were used. This might be due to the fact that the site-

specific cut-off points were close to 6.1 (ranging from 4.6 to 7.5) and

that the vast majority of MS patients shows considerably higher k-
FLC indices (approximately 95% of patients with positive k-FLC
index had values of 10 or higher).

We did not observe any impact of type of platform or assay on

k-FLC index positivity. This is in line with two prior large analyses

(5, 10) and might be explained by a smaller laboratory variation due

to using the CSF/serum k-FLC ratio within the index rather than

absolute concentrations. Furthermore, we compared the positivity

rate of k-FLC index and as the majority of patients show

considerably elevated k-FLC index values, a certain variation does

not change classification in positive or negative.

There are some limitations of the study. This is a retrospective

study with all the inherent limitations of such a design. The analytic

performance of OCB detection probably differed between centres,

as different methods (e.g. commercial versus in-house assays) were

applied; and the interpretation of results is rater-dependent (4). It

cannot be excluded that these differences might have influenced

diagnostic sensitivity of OCB. We would like to state that one of the

advantages of k-FLC is the reliable and rater-independent

determination which should overcome technical difficulties of OCB.

Altogether, we provide profound evidence that k-FLC index

and OCB show similar diagnostic performance in patients with

PPMS and, thereby, filled the prior scientific and practical gap in

this field. Determination of k-FLC index is a fast, cost-effective and

– as already mentioned above – a rater-independent method. By

showing high diagnostic performance independent of the initial MS

disease courses, it might serve as alternative to OCB testing in

patients with suspected MS (5, 8).
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Number of patients 174

Demographics
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Diagnoses made according to McDonald criteria, n (%)
2005
2010
2017

19 (11)
59 (34)
96 (55)

Cerebrospinal fluid findings

RBC count (/ml) 0 (0-1)

WBC count (/ml) 3 (2-6)

Albumin quotient 5.3 (4.2-7.2)

IgG index 0.72 (0.58-1.05)

Oligoclonal IgG bands1, n (%) 153 (88)

CSF k-FLC (mg/l) 4.58 (1.46-10.20)

Serum k-FLC (mg/l) 14.18 (10.18-17.71)
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Platform
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Turbidimetry, n (%)
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58 (33)
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N Latex, n (%)
Freelite, n (%)

100 (58)
73 (42)
Data are shown as median and interquartile range unless specified otherwise.
1 OCB positivity was defined as ≥2 CSF-restricted bands in 7 studies (including 113 patients),
≥3 CSF-restricted bands in 3 studies (including 20 patients), while one study (including 41
patients) did not specify the used cut-off.
CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; FLC, free light chain; IgG, immunoglobulin G; RBC, red blood cell;
SD, standard deviation; WBC, white blood cell.
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